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BLOSSOMING BASKET BUNDLE ANY DAY CARD 

Blosssoming Basket Stamp Set + Basket Weave Textured Impressions Embossing Folder 

MARCH 2018 HOSTCODE JJMTCY43 (only use on orders under £150) 

This Bundle is FREE, yep both of these items! When you spend £90 (before shipping and 

handling) This stampset stamps beautifully. Stampin’ Up! Really do spoil us. Place your order 

before the end of March to make sure you don’t miss out on this fabulous offer. 

 

ITEMS I USED TO MAKE THIS CARD 

147504 Blooming Basket Bundle (wood mount blocks included) 

140490 Thick Whisper White for the card base 10” x 5” 

Thick whisper White card 4 ¼ “ x 4 ¼” for the embossing 

Thick Whisper White small piece of white card to make the tag 

n/a  Any light weight card/paper to make the envelope, mine is 150gms 11” x 6 ½” 

106584 Small piece of Vellum to stamp on 

121686 Early Expresso Cardstock 3 ¼” x 3 ¼” 

126974 Early Expresso Ink Pad 

109130 Clear Stampin Emboss powder 

124262 Whisper White bakers twine 

129054 Heat tool 

144220 Rhinestones 

110755 Multi-purpose Glue 

103683 Mini glue dots 

104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals 

141705 Layering Circles framelits dies 

145372 Stitched Shapes framelits dies 

143730 Wood Crate framelits dies (for the tiny tag) 

143263 Big Shot 
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HOW I MADE THE CARD 

1. Score your white card base in half and put to one side 

2. Emboss your 4 ¼” square white card with basket weave embossing folder 

3. Stamp both the basket of flowers and little tag on vellum using early expresso, have 

your clear embossing powder to hand and sprinkle on and tap off excess before the 

ink dries. 

4. Heat in circular movements with your heat tool until you see it glistening, leave a 

moment to cool. 

5. Cut out using the largest circle stitched framelit and the cute little tag from the wood 

crate framelits also cut another tag just in white card for the back. 

6. Cut scalloped circle from layering circles framelits. 

7. Adhere the vellum to the cardstock, I squeezed a small about onto some scrap card 

and used my finger to dot sparingly onto the outside edges of the vellum, you do 

have to be careful as it can show through if you add too much. 

8. Add to your embossed card. 

9. Tie a length of white bakers twine through both pieces of the tag and tie a bow. 

10. Adhere to your card with a mini glue dot. 

11. Decorate with rheinestones. 

12. Glue to your main card base. 

 

HOW I MADE THE ENVELOPE 

1. Light weight card measures 11” x 6 ½” 

2. Score on the short-side at 5/8” and 5 7/8” 

3. Score on the long-side at 4 ¼” and 9 ½” 

4. Burnish all score lines 

5. Cut off the skinny pieces from the top and bottom, just leaving the middle in tact 

6. (View photo to see how it should look) 

7. Adhere glue to both sides of the bottom half, fold and stick 

8. Your card will fit beautifully inside 

9. Decorate the flap to add that touch of luxury 

 


